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The Message of Savitri  

“Abolished were the scripts of destiny.” 

Savitri-82 

“The soul is the watchful builder of its fate”  

Savitri-184 

“But many-visaged is the cosmic Soul; 

A touch (of Divine Love) can alter the fixed front of Fate.” 

Savitri-256  

“A flame that cancels death in mortal things.” 

Savitri-291 

“Fate’s driving ceased (in Supramental) and Nature’s sleepless spur:”  

Savitri-320 

“Let a great word be spoken from the heights 

And one great act unlock the doors of Fate.”  

Savitri-345 

“One shall descend and break the iron Law, 

Change Nature’s doom by the lone spirit’s power.”  

Savitri-346 

“Fate shall be changed by an unchanging will.”  

Savitri-346 

“A greater destiny waits you (Savitri) in your front:” 

Savitri-370 

“Her force and will exceed her form and fate. 

Savitri-371 

“(Higher beings) Have made our fate the child of our own 

acts,” 

Savitri-378 

“Let Fate do with me what she will or can; 

I (Savitri) am stronger than death and greater than my fate;  

My love shall outlast the world, doom falls from me  

Helpless against my immortality.”  

Savitri-432 

“And make the soul the artist of its fate.”  

Savitri-465 

“My soul can meet them (stone eyes of Law and Fate) with its living fire.”  

Savitri-589 

“And woke in it (heart) the Force that alters Fate.”  

Savitri-665 

“The soul in man is greater than his fate:”  

Savitri-691 

“You (Savitri) are my (Lord’s) Force at work to uplift earth’s fate,” 
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Savitri-702 

 Here we find three new elements that build our destiny. They are 

intervention of (1) our own action and thought,24 (2) intervention of higher beings 

who are attached with us from our birth25 and (3) intervention of the transcendent 

Divine26 who silently watches all things.  

 

The Supreme has created faultlessly this unfinished evolutionary 

marvellous earth with a greater unforeseen plan, purpose and unabridged beauty. 

The earth being’s heavenward growth began to unveil the Spirit’s timeless Power 

or a force in Savitri had toiled from the beginning of creation to reverse ‘fate’s 

cold dead turn.’1 The tremendous limitations of material nature ask for long and 

patient exposure to ‘burning test of the godhead’7 or to the vibrations of higher 

worlds so that it may be one day able to hold the Force of the Infinite. There is a 

method and a long Divine plan through which King Aswapati foresees the future 

Godhead in a worm and works out her incomplete task. It is hard to persuade 

surface nature for any constitutional change as it can bear only a slow advance. 

There are higher worlds where response to the Truth-Light is swift and sure 

whereas similar invasion to the material nature meets with violent opposition. 

Savitri’s mission and action on this earth cannot be broken or depressed by above 

deaf resistance.  

  

 The very strong aspiration of earth compelled Savitri’s mortal birth. (1) 

Excessive physical beauty21 and brightness, (2) inherent purity of mind, life and 

body which is least interested in all objective enjoyments of life and (3) direct 

contact with the Divine through her instrumental Yogic method of impersonal 

Divine emptiness or ‘Annul thyself that only God may be,’11 right from the birth, 

are her special threefold personality. As the goddess of Heaven, she leans down as 

Divine Shakti to embrace earth from all sides. She has a mighty role in moulding 

the fate of the mortal creatures on earth, the Gods of heaven and the devils in hell 

and she leads them all towards the ‘pure perfection and shadowless bliss.’22 The 

earth is the chosen battlefield of Gods and Asuras where heaven raced with hell 

for supremacy and the Divine Love confronted Doom and human love. Her strong 

far-winging Spirit travelled back in Time to share and illumine the yoke imposed 

by ignorance, fate, labour and stress of mortal days. And doom visited her as the 

ancient disputant who encircled her like giant figures wrestling in the night. The 

dark godheads born from the dim inconscient awoke in her to give the experience 

of struggle and pain and by their pressure she forgot awhile to arrive at all life’s 

goal. They are guardians and dark adventurers of the abyss and inherited the long 

agony of the globe; due to their presence the fine entries of celestial Fire were 

blocked and all the fierce negations of man’s hours relived. The sacrifice of 

suffering and desire, earth offers to the immortal ecstasy began again. She heard 

the ignorant cry of living things and looked on this green smiling difficult world. 

Amid the chaos and discord of the earth’s unchanging field her secluded Soul 
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gathered and accumulated the extreme Divine energy in order to confront Time 

and Fate. This was the hour of absolute supernatural darkness that visited Savitri 

in the form of Satyavan’s death, when he was drawing closer to God, the Lord of 

Immortality. To give back Satyavan his earthly home and live with him the 

celestial Divine life that cancels no mortal joy but fulfils it through Heaven’s 

touch, was her Soul’s special issue.  

  
 The entire aim of Savitri is concentrated around the foreknowledge of the 

death of Satyavan in the forest. The acceptance of his death was against the 

Mission of Savitri’s Soul of which she was completely aware. The Yoga of Savitri 

was intended to overcome the Spiritual crisis of the inevitable doom over the head 

of Satyavan. The power of his growing Divinity was meant to confront the earth’s 

dark adversary calmly with sure footsteps in the growing Night. This dark shadow 

of limitless denial is the delegate born from the universal Inconscient that previous 

Avataras seemed to leave ignored and untouched. The present universal 

Inconscient of earth is less heavy than the universal Inconscient of the earth when 

it was created; because with the evolution a part of its shadow is permanently 

illumined. Similarly, the Inconscient Sheath of the present and future Avataras 

will be less heavy than the past incarnations. Savitri and Satyavan, both were 

conscious or aware of their all life or successive past, present and future births and 

bodies and their thousands of years of Soul incarnations as birth history of 

Vibhutis and Avataras generated countless miracles of illumining Inconscient 

Sheath. Thus, a greater Power and larger Light grow on earth and Night recedes 

and till all the evil and dark adverse forces are slain in their own Inconscient 

home, Satyavan must labour on, face world’s blows and his Divine task is half 

done.  

  

 The darkness below and a fathomless Light above are the two mighty arms 

of Divine through which existence is balanced and the current of both the worlds 

of Ignorance and Knowledge awaken an immense dynamic World-force. The 

Divine Mother’s great world task proceeds through their interaction, fusion and 

reconciliation and to illumine Ignorance is her difficult issue.   

 

King Aswapati adventured the dark Inconscient world to force open the 

door that was denied and closed, experienced death without dying, overruling the 

prohibition imposed by past Spiritual guidelines to shield the Spirit from the 

horror of Night; for the key of evolution or the key of immortal life is kept secretly 

in Inconscient Sheath. Exploration of this world of immense negation to Spiritual 

things is highly dangerous and he would bear fierce inner and outer wounds that 

are slow to heal. His warrior Nature’s wounded limbs suffered in the Inconscient 

Night are healed when he entered the kingdom of Life Gods where he experienced 

utter ecstasy that could shatter mortal flesh. Only those who are established in 

their Spiritual experience in Supramental Self are authorised and capable to rend 
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the Inconscient’s seal of sleep and in those dark provinces they still keep intact the 

Spirit’s radiant truth. So Satyavan and Savitri’s Yoga are identified as the 

extension and continuation of King Aswapati’s unfinished Yoga in Subconscient 

and Inconscient plane. 

 

 The foreknowledge of Satyavan’s death in the forest preoccupied Savitri 

exclusively to enter the inner world in search of the true almighty Power and 

discern it from other ambiguous dark misleading forces and expel these forces of 

ignorance; for such is the means to resolve the fundamental problems of existence. 

The issue before Savitri is to pour down Light and Love over the dark shadowed 

head of Satyavan and replace it with the aura of bright golden nimbus around his 

head. The strength and brightness of the protective aura that surround every living 

creature defines the longevity. The secret behind the dying Soul is symbolically 

revealed here and this inevitable death can be avoided or overcome through the 

change of fixed fate which is the outcome of past energies, manifested as karma 

and this change and reversal of inevitable doom is possible by entering a new 

domain of higher Spiritual destiny, where the Supreme Will or a higher Divine 

force carries the burden of life. Death visits in the life of an individual as a 

consequence of past karma, through a sudden inrush of dark forces from the 

Inconscient World to surface physical Nature. There are periods of long night 

which visits in the life of man, can be met and overcome by accumulation of 

Spiritual forces, without which the individual Soul will recoil and submit to the 

hand of all devouring Death. The ability to stand the shock of Death through 

accumulation of Spiritual force and its power to annul the intensity of dark forces, 

are possible in the life of aspiring Souls. This is the subject of interest of Savitri; 

for she stands on earth as a powerful saviour force, with whose intervention alone 

the accidental death due to the fixed destiny can be driven out from the life of 

individual Souls. But the permanent elimination of death is a question of 

transformation of decaying cells and each individual Soul is entitled to meet in his 

inner life the play of Savitri and Satyavan, Shakti and Shiva, the dual Godhead 

who work out the long, deep subjective game of immortality of their creation. 

 

 Men escape death at every second23 and from cradle to grave we are 

constantly threatened by the presence of Death. How a man experiences the inner 

death far before his outer death was first revealed to King Aswapati, and then to 

Savitri. Before the physical death, due to the arrest of growth of consciousness, the 

Psychic being or the Soul in the heart, leaves the body or ‘From the veiled 

sanctuary the God retires.’12 So the chamber of the Psychic sheath, where the 

Psychic being dwells, becomes empty and cold. The gold nimbus which protects 

the body is now no more visible or it is changed into dark shadow. The Psychic 

voice of guidance ceases and a white Spiritual ray no longer burns in a dying Soul. 

Due to this Spiritual fall, his name is struck out from the record book of God and 

the Soul’s high aspiration is no longer marked by the Angel of the Vigil tower. 
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Thus, the living Soul’s story ends. This is the tragedy of inner death. Those whose 

mind, life and body and the surrounding atmosphere do not collaborate in the 

Psychic growth, their Psychic being decide to leave the body, which is a Spirit’s 

recoil from the Matter. Long after this inner death one experiences the outer death. 

During this outer death the physical consciousness or Annamaya Purusha leaves 

out of the body. The present event of outer death is a story written long back in the 

subtle plane. Man, as developing Soul has closed his door from saviour power of 

Superconscient plane and succumbs to Death. He does not find means to surmount 

the inner and outer death and no miracle can bring the dead to life. Whereas, 

developed Souls represented here as King Aswapati, Savitri and Satyavan 

experienced inner death without experiencing physical death. Death captures man 

as a sudden surgical strike from the denser darkness. One must be aware of it. In 

Spiritual life one must be aware of such Inconscient assault and equip himself with 

Psychic, Spiritual and Supramental invasion in order to confront it. Savitri arrived 

at a point of intense Sadhana, where Fate’s dark and lethal sphere is transformed 

into ‘A golden circle’13 above the head of Satyavan. This is the turning point 

through sadhana by which outer death can be confronted and conquered. The 

Mother had recounted of Her two experiences of physical death for a brief period 

twice, the first time it was in the vital plane, while searching the mantra of life 

with Her former Mentor Theon at Algeria and the other one was way up above in 

the Spiritual plane with Sri Aurobindo at Pondicherry. 

 

Savitri’s tremendous task was to erase the past karma of the world through 

the symbolic representation of Satyavan by the intervention of higher Spiritual 

forces. The dark shadow over Satyavan’s head was the heaviness, negations and 

downward pull of earth’s Inconscience, symbolising a possible death threat over 

his life. The threat from Inconscient world may even swallow the whole human 

race into its Eternal Night and can disintegrate all things into the original Matter, 

panchabhuta. This shadow of Death pursues every living creature as final state of 

refuge requires attention; for this foreknowledge of death through premonitional 

vision can be utilised as an aid towards changing an individual’s fixed destiny.  

 

 Savitri has to face the dark forces that declare endlessly its theory of 

negations that seem to survive through all eternity. Death, the dark-browed sophist 

of the Inconscient world, repeatedly advised Savitri to pursue the Divine in the 

Superconscient Self and Supreme Self by renouncing life and world and by 

forgetting Satyavan; because all the past effort to unite with the Divine ended in 

extinction into Param Dham, leaving Death an opportunity to perpetually reign 

over the earth. Death was absolutely against Savitri’s vision of the manifestation 

of Divine in the Inconscient Sheath and surface physical Sheath and a descending 

Divine light will transform life as well as death. Death leans on to rule those who 

are subjected to the fixed law of three modes of Nature that strongly survives on 
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earth as unchangeable Iron Law by ignoring the Divine’s changeable dynamic 

Supernature. 

 

 Death had the strong conviction that Satyavan is dead and no sweetness can 

lure him back to life and there is no magic on earth which can bring back the dead 

to life. Even the God obeys the fixed Law he made and never can it change. The 

Avatars, Sages and Prophets even submit to the law of Death and their life, 

thought and action are futile and meaningless. Savitri’s longing to build Heaven 

on Earth seems vain to Death; for Heaven can never come down to unhappy earth 

and there is no house for God in hurrying time. According to him, if Satyavan had 

lived long mortal love would have died in the tired heart, but since Satyavan is 

dead so love shall live awhile as a sweet memory. Death was totally unaware of 

the Light above the head, Divine Love in the heart and Truth’s victory which can 

change Nature and destiny but he was fully aware of the recoil of life either 

through physical death or through Nirvana, the static experience of ecstatic union 

with the Divine.  Death proposes the best established solution for Savitri is to live 

in her Soul and experience the calm Nirvana and all the negating Absolute and go 

back alone to the vain life on earth by abandoning her ‘doomed husband’ who can 

never again return to her. 

 

Savitri admits no victory of Death and Fate that pursues behind every living 

Soul, rather she toils in each Soul with new attempts of hope to transform the 

changeless Law and protect and nourish the imperishable stuff in perishable 

things. In successive lives, the imperishable subtle physical elements grow within 

the perishable frame. Thus, the species moves towards immortality. The law of 

Immortality exists here and that will supersede the Law of Death in all life. The 

aura of subliminal Self that protects every living creature from the clutch of death 

has to grow in the light of superconscient Self, till that imperishable stuff is able to 

consume and transform the perishable stuff. 

  

There exists a Superconscient Light whose presence leads one beyond birth 

and death and it can also descend immensely and penetrate inside the cells of the 

body to cancel death in mortal things and transforms the passion of the flesh into 

the Spirit’s stuff. At the core of the World, there is a quiver of God-light and God-

love in the form of Inconscient Self, and this sweetness knows not Death’s law. 

Savitri has to uncover the Divine Love’s deathless moment and ‘the Lover’s 

everlasting Yes.’17 For Savitri, Death speaks of time made truth that slays the Soul 

and is unaware of the timeless Truth that changes and saves life.  There is a truth 

above in the form of Bliss Self by whose descent the truth below in the 

Inconscient sheath can wake. Savitri is preparing to trample Death with the help of 

her living feet symbolising opening of Subconscient and Inconscient Self, in order 

to bring for humanity the hour of God and the perennial Consciousness that 

transcends pain, fate and death. Her dynamic Divine Will or Super Nature 
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commands more Power than Death’s static fixed Nature’s Law. She stood on the 

luminous edge of Eternity and realised that the world was none other than the 

Divine and pursued Him in the earthly incarnation of Satyavan. The mortal body 

of God must reveal Him and will become Immortal. 

 

The message of Savitri is like a ‘sealed order’6 or ‘fiery seal’8 from the 

unknown immortal Light that has to be opened in addition to the ‘drowsy seal’9 

and ‘inconscient seal’10 for the expansion of an existing human vessel to hold the 

ever growing intensities of the Divine faculties through a deeper plunge into the 

realms of Consciousness. ‘The secret mission’6 which the Divine Mother insists is 

the adventure into obscure geographies of the three firm lands that of surface 

physical, surface vital, surface mental; explore and sail into the ten deep larger 

seas or inner oceans that of Inconscient, Subconscient, Subtle Physical, Subtle 

Vital, Subtle Mental, Psychic, Spiritual, Universal, Supramental and Bliss Ocean, 

through thunder’s roar, windless hush, fog and mist where nothing more is seen; 

intended towards the discovery of ten Selves that of Inconscient Self, 

Subconscient Self, true physical, true vital, truth mind, Psychic Being, Spiritual 

Being, Universal Being, Supramental Self, Bliss Self and through their huge 

working of Soul Forces, purify, transform, perfectly build the Immortal’s secret 

house of ten Sheaths enveloping and overlapping these ten Selves, and unwound 

and liberate the triple dominance and downward pull of surface physical, vital and 

mental domains, bringing the greatness of Spiritual dawn; this exercise will follow 

the great Mother’s directive to finally uncover the city of God with new body and 

mind and enshrine the Immortal in his glory’s house.  

 

In this Spiritual endeavour, the discovery of Inconscient Self is identified as 

the one of the last flaming burst of Divinities and the most profound Spiritual 

experiences of perfect rhythm of illumining Matter’s depth, ‘the grand solution’5  

in which the height of mortal effort end and it is the waking of matter’s great 

Serpent Power ‘For large utilities in life’s little space.’2 The opening of 

Inconscient Self will break the Inconscient sheath’s blind mute wall of Ignorance 

and each part of the Being and the surrounding sheath or every limb and cell 

receive Divine Mother’s Delightful touch to remake our life and feel her helping 

hand in every circumstance. The discovery of Subconscient Self through difficulty 

and pain is identified as another important achievement for dismantling and 

illumining an obscure sheath ‘whose priceless value could have saved the world.’3 

Silencing the mind, vital and body paves the passage clear towards the vast 

domain of subtle mental, subtle vital and subtle physical oceans and in its heart 

there is true mental being, true vital being, true physical being, and subsequently 

in this journey in the innermost domain the Psychic sheath and Psychic being are 

unveiled. Psychic being unveils the passage towards the discovery of still higher 

selves of Spiritual, Universal, Supramental and Bliss Self. Still there are other 

sequences through which these Selves can be activated and dynamised. The 
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discovery of Supramental Self directs the Truth-Light to ‘strike earth’s massive 

roots of trance’4 of the Subconscient and Inconscient oceans and wake their 

respective Selves. Thus dynamisation of the ten Selves and purification, 

transformation and perfection of ten respective Sheaths are part of Savitri’s 

Individual, Universal and Transcendental Divine action. Then one no longer waits 

for intervention from above for transformation action but it will take place more 

vigorously from within and from below. 

 

Savitri reminds us constantly that the Divine Love is ‘the heavenly seal of 

the Supreme’14 whose abrupt descent without sufficient preparation would shatter 

the earthly vessel. Or this Divine Love is a sealed book for developing Soul or 

integral Yoga for beginner because the inability to conquer the greatest trouble of 

vital and emotional impurities drags him down towards the profanation of the 

Spiritual mysteries, the loss of their truth and significance and corruption of the 

purity of its motive resulting in the Spiritual fall on the Eternal’s road, ‘Forfeiting 

the spirit’s lonely chance in Time.’15 Savitri further recognises all gross physical 

and vital enjoyment as the wine of desire whose cupbearer is Death, Yama, and 

one who begins the initial effort to conquer Death must abstain himself from all 

objective enjoyment and disrupt and dislodge by the Soul’s force his past ordinary 

life that stands as a block on the immortal’s road. After rejecting desire, he will 

further abandon social duty, family obligation and influence, religious activities, 

profession, serving the nation and humanity. The child Soul or infant-Spirit needs 

these inferior attractions of separative identity badly in his growth so long as they 

are not in conflict with his higher Spiritual pursuit, but they drop in the ‘ripened 

Soul.’16 Few prepared Souls through their thousand years of birth history can call 

down the Supreme’s descent and hold Love’s nectar wine in their earthly vessel. 

For developed Soul, the indivisible Divine Love is identified as the most powerful 

of all redeeming and creative forces, most frontally active in his earthly life and 

the greatest force for transforming Nature and does not submit to the law of 

earthly attachment and death. 

 

The Message of Savitri to a Seeker of Immortality: - 

“Her (Savitri’s) deep original sin, the will to be, 

 And the sin last, greatest, the spiritual pride”  

Savitri-599, 

(Death said) “Vainly thou seekst in Matter’s world an aim;  

No aim is there, only a will to be…”  

Savitri-644 

“Above mind’s twilight and life’s star-led night     

There gleamed the dawn of a spiritual day.” 

Savitri-26 

“A mind delivered from all twilight thoughts,” (Savitri’s mind) 

Savitri-638, 
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“O Death, thou speakest truth but truth that slays, 

 I (Savitri) answer to thee with the Truth that saves.”  

Savitri-621,  

  “But I (Savitri) forbid thy (Death’s) voice to slay my soul.”  

Savitri-612, 

(Death said) “Two strive, constant associates without joy, 

Two egos straining in a single leash,  

Two minds divided by their jarring thoughts,  

Two spirits disjoined, for ever separate. 

Thus is the ideal falsified in man’s world;  

Trivial or sombre, disillusion comes, 

Life’s harsh reality stares at the soul: 

Heaven’s hour adjourned flees into bodiless Time. 

Death saves thee from this and saves Satyavan:”  

Savitri-611 

“But vain are human power and human love       

To break earth’s seal of ignorance and death;”  

Savitri-315, 

A Sadhaka of integral Yoga, searching a passage of immortality must 

identify five elements that require attention, rejection, purification, transformation 

and perfection. They are (1) will to become something, (2) twilight thought, (3) 

soul slaying truth, (4) quarrelling with others and (5) indulgence in human love 

and association. The three gunas of sattwa, rajas and tamas, which dwarf human 

life are identified as the parent of above five elements. In the quest for immortality 

the will to become something is transformed into the aim of deep central faith 

which ‘see only the Divine and seek only after the Divine;’27 mind’s twilight 

thoughts become boundless Superconscient Light; Soul slaying truth is 

transformed into Soul saving Truth; all dispute is transformed into great unity, 

order and harmony, and limited human love is transformed into boundless Divine 

Love. Then can one Sadhaka (or Savitri within) vanquish Time and Death. 

   

Those who want to resume struggle against Death, their first step is to shun 

(1) all sense or mortal enjoyment, (2) of happiness of intermediate worlds of elite 

and artist, (3) of heavenly bliss and (4) of a self-dissolution and self-drowning in 

the Absolute, an ineffable actionless peace ‘In the Immobile’s wide uncaring 

bliss,’18 param dham, where problems are non-existent. All problems of existence 

are to be accepted and resolved either through intervention of higher planes of 

Consciousness like ‘A lightning from the heights that think and plan’19 or by 

countless battles fought by the dynamic Divine Shakti in the lower planes of 

Consciousness like bearing ‘the stroke of That which kills (falsehood) and saves 

(truth).’20 
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